
CENTER 5

Media Medecine Center



Media Medicine Center: a center to train to personal connected 

medecine combined with a spa and a reconnection center

Why is it the worldwide challenge ?

In relation to global environmental diseases like endocrinal disrupters (cancers, diabetes 1 & 2, 

Parkinson diseases, obesity…) amongst others, propose an innovative center for better self-

medication towards a better way to promote self-understanding of personal needs through new 

personal health. 

A center to train individual to understand the use of media medicine, but also to enjoy a multi 

approach of a reconnection center that links food, sports, spa, yoga and meditation with particulars 

of our philology and pathology that can tremendously help people to have a better health.

The emergence of media medicine with new technologies involving cross data are the world medical 

challenge ahead of all sorts of communities

World examples

http://www.topmastersinhealthcare.com/30-most-technologically-advanced-hospitals-in-the-world/ 30 Most 

Technologically Advanced Hospitals in the World

http://www.apple.com/ios/health/ Apple Health app

https://www.google.com/fit/ Application Google Fit 

http://socialmedialab.upenn.edu/about-us Penn Social Media & Health Innovation Lab 

http://stellar.mit.edu/S/course/MAS/fa16/MAS.S72/ media medicine and the future of medicine 

https://medicine.yale.edu/anesthesiology/media/ un cours pour créer la media médecine

http://medicinex.stanford.edu/ostherr-vartabedian-abstract/ apprendre comment utiliser la media médecine

aux futurs médecins

http://www.healthandfitnesstravel.com/blog/top-10-wellness-retreats-in-the-world les meilleurs centre de 

bien-être

http://www.topmastersinhealthcare.com/30-most-technologically-advanced-hospitals-in-the-world/
http://www.apple.com/ios/health/
https://www.google.com/fit/
http://socialmedialab.upenn.edu/about-us
http://stellar.mit.edu/S/course/MAS/fa16/MAS.S72/
https://medicine.yale.edu/anesthesiology/media/
http://medicinex.stanford.edu/ostherr-vartabedian-abstract/
http://www.healthandfitnesstravel.com/blog/top-10-wellness-retreats-in-the-world


Comporta can be considered as an idyllic destination for its special natural 

environment, but also for the benefit of the ocean climate and the mild weather all 

the year round.

Comporta is in easy reach of worldwide cities, with Lisbon airport at one hour  

distance – Lisbon being an easy hub from all over Europe, but also from Latin and 

North America and now from Asia and specifically China.

The quality of life in Portugal is growingly leading a great number of people to base 

themselves in this part of Europe (huge flow of international nationalities as well) 

and doctors to move to Lisbon with a high density of international standard 

hospitals.

Due to its worldwide reputation in terms of high segment of tourists, Comporta is 

enhancing the idea of a destination to be and if the quality of this media medicine 

and reconnection center proves to be a leading one, the success will be most probably 

fast.

Expected outcome

People that will come to live and work at the center, patients that will come all over 

the year for the medical services as well as the healing center.

Timing

Within the next 3 years.

Finance 

Private hospitality groups combined with the larger corporations involved in media 

medicine, spa and cosmetics.

Location 

Either in Comporta Dunes or in Carvalhal.
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